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Biometric technologies refer to all processes used to recognize, authenticate and identify persons based on physical
and/or behavioral characteristics. The global biometrics market is growing at a fast pace, initially due to the need to
combat the rising security challenges. Today, with fingerprint and facial recognition applications dripping down to
consumer market through smartphones, broader applications of biometrics will be highly expected for the future
digital world.
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Biometrics
penetrating in
different markets
The rising usage of biometrics
Overview of biometric technologies
Biometrics are initially known for the
application
in
authentication.
Authentication is the process by which
the identity of a user is verified. Various
factors can be used for authentication.
Traditional methods include “Something
you have” such as physical token or
smartcard, and “Something you know”
like user login and password. Biometrics
otherwise act as “ Something You Are ”,
using unique biological traits of the user
to identify them.

Various traits can be measured and
recognised uniquely, which can be in
general devided into two categories:
• Unique and universal physical
traits: fingerprint, iris, face, hand and
retina.
• Additional alternatives based on
unique behaviour of the end user:
voice recognition, typing patterns or
signature recognition.
Those different factors are often merged
in ‘MultiFactor Authentication’ (MFA), a
technique to heighten the security of the
user identification process, compounding
two or more independent credentials
mentionned above.
No matter what biometric data is used,
thoses solutions rely both on hardware
(the sensor) and software to improve the
security of user authentication. Specific
software is applied, though differing in
each case, for analysing and matching the
authentication factors, and allowing
applications on a device to use the sensor
through an API.

Figure 1: Different biometric factors being used for authentication

Main applications of biometrics
An increasing number of implementation
of biometrics is taking place, and the
usage is multiple.
Biometrics have long been used for
customer
identification,
where
fingerprint firstly opened the market for
smarphone
unlock.
Beyond
that,
different biometrics are applied to
various use cases, for instance, voice
verification for call centre identificiation,
facial recognition or typing patterns for
online identification.
Biometrics for secure access control
also becomes prevelent.
Unique biometrics like fingerprint are
capable of restricting unauthorized
persons from reaching pre-defined areas.
More particularly, in highly securitysensitive cases such as military or
nuclear applications, retina or iris
recognition is more often used. The
blood vessel (retina) and iris pattern are
considered to be very stable over time
and false match rates are the lowest of all
biometric
identification
methods.
However, the costs of such identification
systems are much higher than others.
Figure 2: Facial recognition-based
‘Pay by selfie’ by MasterCard

Source: : MasterCard
Source: IDATE DigiWorld, December 2017
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Biometrics technologies also extend to
online banking and payment sector.
Apart from fingerprint authentication,
MasterCard also launched a payment
authentication solution using face
recognition and a custom mobile app:
‘pay-by-selfie’. Apple has launched a
similar payment service in 2017 as well.
Public sector is another focused market
for biometrics applications. It ranges
from paperless process for digital
identity, visa application, to border
control, to public security monitoring.
Fingerprint remains the most often used
biometric element, whereas facial
recognition plays a key role in
identifying criminals in public places.
Other emerging use cases, albeit nonexhaustively, include social networks tag
using facial recognition, or fraud
detection and forensic evidence using
voice identification.
Current market development
Market dominated by fingerprint
technology
The biometrics market is growing
rapidly – the cumulative worldwide
revenue1 is forecast to reach nearly
70 billion USD during the period 2016 –
2025, at a CAGR of 22.9%.
Fingerprint sensing, as having been
embedded in smartphone identification
system for years, is becoming the
mainstream deployment. Another study2
estimated that 91% of global revenue
came from fingerprint technology in
2016.
Facial and voice recognition is catching
up due to increased daily use cases. The
latest launched iPhone 8 and iPhone X
are expected to make the facial
recognition climb up the growth curve.
Voice recognition development will be
linked to growing adoption of virtual
assistants, coming with the popularity of
Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant. The
two services, though voiced interactive,
have not integrated voice recognition yet
to distinguish the person who gives
orders.
Figure 3: Share of main biometric
technologies in global revenues

Different
between
markets

deployment
approaches
consumer and business

The main target of the biometic
solutions is the B2B market is enabling
companies to better manage the
identity and authentication of their
work force, or helping governments
improve
public
security
and
management.
Strong
multi-factor
authentication systems are thus
adopted, combing biometrics to other
authentication methodes such as
password, PIN and physical identity
card.
Since multi-factor authentication is
more costly and generally has negative
impacts on ease-of-use, they seem to be
targeting the consumer market only at
the situations where «security» is very
critical, such as for mobile payment.
Otherwise, end users tend to accept
biometrics authentication more often
for its convenience than security
concern.
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Key stakes for
biometrics
adoption
A developing regulatory landscape
There are actually, to date, no particular
legal provisions in the world specific to
biometric data protection. The collection
and use of biometric data is generally
regulated within the framework of
personal data protection and privacy
laws in a broad sense.
For instance, in Europe, the biometric
data is subject to some fundamental
rules of GDPR (General Data Protection
Regulation), including users’ consent and
“the right to be forgotten”.
In the US, though no single federal law
exists to govern the use of biometric
data, a handful of states have enacted
specific biometrics-related regulations.
Illinois, Texas and Washington, for
example, have passed biometric privacy
laws subsequently since 2008.

To a broader sense, general guidelines
have also been put forward by some
biometric consortium, aiming to remove
barriers for biometric data use. IBIA
(International Biometrics and Identity
Association), among others, provides key
principles for commercial biometric use,
such as disclose the reason for
fingerprints collection, and to destroy
biometric data at agreed conditions.
National ID programs
biometrics adoption

favoring

Public sector in both developped and
emerging eonomies is increasingly
adopting biometric technologies, with
purpose generally centred around
security concerns and border control.

The UK Home Office planned to
invest

£96 million

in biometric technologies.
Under the immigration trend and
challenges from terrorism, the UK Home
Office planned to invest £96 million in
fingerprint, facial recognition and DNA
verification for law enforcement, visa
application and counter-terrorism since
mid-2017. The US has similar plans to
install biometric-based systems in all
major airports within four years.
In African nations, though at different
development stages, new efforts have
been announced to improve biometric
registration. Zimbabwe is on track for
80% biometric electoral registration;
Ethiopia is also carrying out a large-scale
biometric enrollment project for
refugees protection and assistance.
Growing user acceptance
Unlike
traditional
authentication
methods such as Facebook login and
password, biometrics-baseed solutions
are much less trapped by trustness and
privacy issues from the user side.
It is noted that unless some serious
security or privacy scandal dents
customer trust, users will continue using
biometrics such as fingerprints to
facilitate the authentication, although
fingerprint is not significantly stronger
than certain conventional authentication
methods.

Source: Yole Developpment, 2016
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In the consumer market, biometric
identification on mobile becomes more
and more standard. Most high-end
mobile phones were already shipped
with a fingerprint sensor in 2015 and
many mid-range mobile phone have one
today. In late 2017, the release of iPhone
8 and iPhone X also makes facial
recognition known to public.

Figure 4: Main use cases of biometric technologies for vehicles

Users are increasingly acknowledged of
biometric technologies and using them,
primarily owing to the convenience and
rapidity in authentication process.
Biometrics reduce the need of formal
authentication of many other methodes,
such as no tokens and no cards. This
trend is likely to continue for the coming
years.
Lack of direct revenue for business
adopter

Source: IDATE DigiWorld, December 2017

Despite
improved experience and
security for the end-user, biometrics
solution remain a cost for business
adopters, such as retailers and
automakers who integrate biometrics in
their products and services. On this
basis, the price sensitivity of end-user
makes it difficult to launch biometric
solutions as direct paid service.

Each technology has specific in-vehicle
scenarios to fit in. Fingerprint-based
authentication are typically used to
substitute car key or certain buttons.

Since
monetization
of
biometric
technologies is, for the time being, not
straightforward,
biometrics-based
offerings typically go to market by
bundling to premium products and
services, for example, luxury car brands.

Apart from driver identification, many
other services using biometrics are being
developed. This is particularly the case
for premium car models. For instance,
face and iris recognitions are integrated
to vehicle camera system, allowing
alertness monitoring when drivers
demonstrate any fatigue or drowsiness.
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Potential impact
on automotive
industry
Biometrics in cars
The automotive industry shows great
interests in biometrics technologies,
primarily aiming to increase security
through driver identification and
authentication, as well as provide a more
convenient experience.
Technological options specific to a wide
range of in-car use cases

By contrast, touchless authentication
leveraging facial, or iris or voice
recognition technologies provides more
convenience to drivers and passengers

On top of that, biometric sensors
embedded in car seat can enable a
personalised comfort, as car seat can
adapt itself to the drivers’ physical
features such as height and preferred
steering
position.
In
addition,
personalized services become available,
for
instance,
voice-controlled
infotainment services.
Existing
industry

initiatives

in

automotive

Several initiatives have been announced
by car manufacturers and equipment
suppliers starting from 2015. Those
initiatives are mostly at the concept stage
for now. The trend is, as showed in the
Table 1, the majority of experiments using
biometrics are taking place in the access
control and personalisation area.

Social impact
Reduction of accidents risks
Indeed,
crashes
are
currently
overwhelmingly attributed to driver
related-causes, typically speeding,
alcohol, distraction and fatigue.
According to the NHSTA (National
Highway
Traffic
Safety
Administration)3, 94% of all crashes are
caused by human errors and
inattention, and only 2% of accidents
can be attributed to the vehicle itself.

94% of all crashes 3
are caused by human errors
and inattention.
Biometrics-enabled driver monitoring
system will recognize and evaluate the
level of awareness of the driver, through
detection of drowsiness and other
distractions. With alerting integrated,
driver monitoring system will help
reduce accidents resulting from fatigue
and inadvertent mistakes.
It is widely agreed within auto industry
that the autonomous driving are still
years away to meet the safety
standards. During this transition period
from human driving to self-driving, it is
thus of great value to bring in biometrics
technologies to assure road safety.

Among
others,
the
biometric
technologies that are favored by auto
makers include fingerprint, facial
recognition, iris recognition, voice
identification and gait tracking.
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Table 1: Existing initiatives using biometric technologies in vehicles

Biometrics for access control will
overcome many inefficiency of car
transfering among different drivers
(users). Meanwhile, new services such as
car-based payment can ride on MaaS as
well, when secure authentication is
assured via biometrics.
New auto insurance model
The new auto insurance model is
expected to build on different driving
habits. As a complementary to in-car
sensors such as camera system,
biometrics allow to monitor drivers’
behavior, which will eventually impact
on the premium fees and claim rates.

Source: IDATE DigiWorld, December 2017

Indirect social costs reduction
According to the association for safe
international
road
travel4,
nearly
1.3 million people die in road crash each
year. Accidents represent a cost of more
than 500 billion USD per year, costing an
average of 1-2% of the annual GDP of each
country.
With regard to societal effects, biometricsbased driving monitoring and alerting
tends to lead to the dropping down of the
public costs, along with reduced car
accidents risk.
Economic impact
Reduction of car security related loss
Vehicle theft is on the rise, particularly
for the premium models. The number5 of
cars being stolen has increased by 30%
during 2013 to 2016. Compared to
physical key loss or duplication, cyber
vulnerability causes more car theft 74.5% of stolen cars6 are those equipped
with keyless entry or remote start.
Unlike traditional locks, biometric
fingerprint or iris lock is not susceptible
to being copied or picked. This system is
thus capable of failing unattended car
access. In addition, to start the vehicle,
facial or fingerprint authentication of a
drive adds duplicated security even if
telematics system is hacked remotely,
Taking account of the loss that can be
potentially saved by biometric access,
35% of UK drivers would prefer
biometrics system, as being requested in
a survey7.

Added value gained from personalised
in-car experience
Personalised experience can lead to
higher customer satisfaction and
potentially result in more consumption
of in-car services.
Apart from increasing demand on
enhanced security, consumers also
expect
more
personalized
in-car
experience. About third drivers (35% in
UK, 30% in Germany)7 want their cars to
remember their individual preferences
on the road.
The body monitoring of drivers’ physical
characteristics such as height and gait
will allow more individual adaptation,
such as automatic seat back tilting.
Beyond that, biometrics for multiplatform authentication could build
seamless experience for consumers, for
instance, to synchronize music play in
car like at home. This personalized
multimedia service will be of greater
value particularly at self-driving era,
when drives are hands-free.

A third of drivers 7
(35% in UK, 30% in
Germany) want their cars
to remember their individual
preferences on the road.
Facilitating mobility services
The utilisation rate of car-sharing will
boost from 5% in 2017 to over 50% by
2030, according to a research8 of Fujitsu
America. The prevailing of «mobility-asa-service (MaaS)» impose challenges to
efficent vehicle access management.

To begin with, flexible premium fees will
be available to drivers, with rates
adjusted to their driving behaviour. In
addition, in case of any car accident, the
biometrics-based driver monitoring can
provide evidence during the arbitration
procedures. Meanwhile, insurers may
bind value-added services such as fatigue
alerting as an option to existing auto
insurance.
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